
Push: 2 players, 1 stick. Place other stick out of the way. Both

players grab stick and push.

Pull: 2 players, 1 stick. Both players with hands still on the stick

and Pull.

Lift Stick: Both players now with their sticks in hand. One player

places stick on ice while the other player tries to lift. Do not let it

off the ice.

Lift Stick switch: Switch to the other player with stick on the ice.

1 vs 1: Defender, place puck two feet behind you. 

 has to get by the defender and retrieve the

puck. If successful, give the puck back and repeat.

1 vs 1 switch players.

Stick Drop: Player stand 5-10 feet apart holding stick upright,

on whistle let go of stick and try to catch partners before it hits

the ground.

Key Points

Balance is key. To get into your Power Stance slightly bend your

knees.

Keep the middle of your body aligned to the middle of his when

doing the 1 on 1's.

Drill to work on agility, edges, transitions, puck control and passing.
There are three phases to the drill.

Player works on footwork following pattern around the cones

without a puck

Same as #1 except player has a puck the entire time.

Same pattern player has give and goes with teammates on

oppotside sides of the cones.

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/d-3-cone-agility-
drill?position=6&list=d4N9nwQxf6MzIe1TsYxs2-8KE5Nb2kgiN-
KYsG5ZbJY

Key Points

Smooth pivots with outside edges

Butt low for a solid base

For #1, player has 1 hand on stick when b
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Angling week 2- use stick to steer opponent, cut ice in half

Push, Pull, Lift Stick, 1 vs 1 & Repeat 5 mins

The offensive player

3 Cone Agility Drills 8 mins



This is a great drill to work on changing the angle and pulling pucks
around a screen. Within this drill there are 3 phases:

Phase 1: Players will use a tire or net as an obstacle to drag and

�re around. During this phase both the obstacle and the player

will be stationary. Players are focusing on their hands and feet

working in sequence during this phase.

Phase 2: Players will continue to use a tire or net as an obstacle

to drag and �re around. During this phase both the obstacle will

be stationary, however the player will be moving. The goal in this

phase is to establish the footwork/cadence needed to shoot in

motion.

Phase 3: This is the phase shown in the illustration. Players will

use a net as an obstacle to �re around. During this phase a

partner will be slowly pushing the net at their partner to

replicate a moving screen. The angle the net is being pushed

from and the players starting point can be altered to mimic

different shooting situations. During this phase we are looking

to add ‘stress’ into the drill to better mimic gameplay.

During all three phases hand positioning, puck preparation and
footwork should be an emphasis. Similar progressions can be used for
push, under handle and ‘stop up’ shooting techniques.

Players start shoulder to shoulder facing coach as drawn. When coach
dumps a puck  behind them they battle for positioning and try to score.
Progressions:

Add a 2nd player to create 2v1

Stagger release of more players to create multiple scenarios

when players must read and react

Key Points

Battling for inside position to gain puck possession

Creating turnovers

Key Points

Derek Miller - Screen Shooting 8 mins

Woody 1v1 8 mins

Nadal (Not As Dif�cult As it Looks) angling 8 mins

Players start as drawn. Whistle to start: - skates to
purple cone and stops, then skates around either tire
(make a decision, inside-out turn) where they pick up
puck then try to score. - skates backwards to dot
and stops, must get around purple cone before
angling and pressuring puck carrier. Defensive player
tries to force turnover and skate puck out of zone.
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Players skate forwards the entire time,
not 1v1 with defender skating
backwards
Mantra for angling is “stick on puck,
hands on hands, hips on hands”



Start players at the same time.  skates around the �rst tire, around
the other tire and down the wall.   works skating
forwards/backwards around the tire then gaps and angles/checks
player down the wall.

Key Points

Find and attack open space. 

Defensive player gaps up and always skates forward when trying

to force puck carrier wide and maintain defensive body position

High energy game requires speed, quick decisions and communication.
Game begins when coach chips a puck into the zone, players have to
race around the cones (or net) before engaging on the puck, no two
players can go around the same cone.
This game can be setup in a smaller space and different number of
players (2v2 in 1/6th the ice for example).

Key Points

Chip the puck everyone in the zone to work on different skills

(forecheck, breakout, angling, puck possession, etc.)

Players need to communicate which cones they are going to.

Players must be READY!

Mirror Checking 8 mins
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Race to 2v2/3v3 10 mins


